
Photogrammetry & 
3D reconstruction
An OIST minicourse



Introduction
What is photogrammetry? is a process that estimates the three-dimensional 
coordinates of surface points using pictures of a single physical object taken 
from different angles
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1.- Creating your own data set
Better pictures → Better 3D model

Pictures need to be matched to each other: 
Consistent lightning
2/3 of overlap between the pictures
Keep your subject in focus

Not so good 
picture set

Good 
picture set



1.- Creating your own data set
In case of 360° reconstructions:

Part of the object is going to be on the ground, not visible 
from any angle
1. Object stays stationary and in Blender fix the model 
2. Take 2 sets of photos and create separate models 

that later will be merged
3. Use a blank background and rotate the object 
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2.- Photogrammetry softwares
Free, Non-CUDA and mac-compatible software

i7-4790k, 
GTX 970, 

16GbLINK

https://peterfalkingham.com/2020/07/10/free-and-commercial-photogrammetry-software-review-2020/


2.- Regard 3D
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Import the mesh from Regard
Use 1 to select undesired nodes
Use 2 to delete selected nodes
Once finished export the mesh (it will rewrite the .obj file loaded)

Clean up of the mesh in MeshLab 



Edit, Preferences 
and search for 
3D-Print toolbox

Convert your surface to a manifold 



Clean Up , 
Make Manifold

Afterwards 
export to .stl
for 3D printing 
software

Convert your surface to a manifold 
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Import the generated .stl file into UltimakerCura
Move, resize or place however you want your model
Set the printing preferences and click on Slice



Once sliced check that your model looks as desired. Now the model is ready to be 3D printed, save the 
file and you are ready to go.



Questions?




